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At Home
Each and every issue of albemarle
Magazine is filled with ideas for buying,
building, renovating, repurposing and
redecorating the indoor and outdoor
spaces that define our lives, and the
resources to bring those ideas to fruition.

Across

Down

1. It might have claw feet

1. Some cutting board material, 2 words

3. Tile, carpet or engineered wood, e.g.

2. Garden bulb

8. Pilot's announcement, for short

3. Distance measurement, for short

9. Backsplash material

4. Revolving tray in the kitchen, 2 words

10. Asian school of thought

5. Control

11. Current unit

6. Dream of the future

12. Cool

7. Mountain-ridge feature

13. Sketching out a plan

13. Work table

16. Uses a kitchen appliance

14. Vegetable ____ (source of good food)

19. Elton John, for one

15. Countertop material

20. Georgian, for one

17. Supplies food

21. Request

18. Double bend in a road

22. Allows
23. Trending

24. Farmhouse ____ (they hold the dirty
dishes)

24. Go downhill fast

25. Indian bread

26. ____-clockwise

26. Aluminum symbol

28. Home Center for all your kitchen needs

27. Side __ side

32. Back in the day

29. Had some food

33. Gold units, abbr.

30. Writing point

34. Before, briefly

31. "Greatest" boxer

36. Kitchen storage units

35. Memo start
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First Home? Second Home?
Vacation Home?
Relocating? Downsizing?
New Business or Business
Expansion?
albemarle Magazine invites you to meet
our Who's Who of REALTORS®, an
exclusive listing of CAAR members on
our website, albemarlemagazine.com/
whos-who dedicated to connecting
potential buyers and sellers and building
relationships in our community.

Moving to a new home?
Cardinal Home Center has
you covered.
Learn more about the services, premium
brands, and products Cardinal Home
Center offers at their stores in Madison,
Charlottesville, and Crozet. Their
dedicated staff provides expert advice for
your next project, helping you pick out the
right paint, hardware, lumber, cabinets,
and more. The expansive showrooms also
offer an array of electrical, plumbing, tools,
and more for homeowners, DIYers, or
contractors alike. cardinalhomecenter.com
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